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**SUMMARY**: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality. Concussion, a form of mild TBI, might be associated with long-term neurological symptoms. The effects of TBI and concussion are not restricted to cognition and balance. TBI can also affect multiple aspects of vision; mild TBI frequently leads to disruptions in visual functioning, while moderate or severe TBI often causes structural lesions. In patients with mild TBI, there might be abnormalities in saccades, pursuit, convergence, accommodation, and vestibulo-ocular reflex. Moderate and severe TBI might additionally lead to ocular motor palsies, optic neuropathies, and orbital pathologies. Vision-based testing is vital in the management of all forms of TBI and provides a sensitive approach for sideline or post-injury concussion screening. One sideline test, the King-Devick test, uses rapid number naming and has been tested in multiple athlete cohorts.

**OBJECTIVE**: We examined the King-Devick (K-D) test of rapid number naming as a complement to the SCAT3/Child-SCAT3 for sideline diagnosis in youth and collegiate athletes.

**BACKGROUND**: Identification of rapid yet simple diagnostic tests is critical since athletes frequently under-report or do not recognize symptoms of concussion. SCAT3/Child-SCAT3 includes cognition and balance, but does not include a vision-based performance measure. Adding vision increases diagnostic power and performance measures are more practical than neurological exam- or technology-based tests since even parents of youth athletes can perform them.

**DESIGN/METHODS**: Members of a youth ice hockey and lacrosse league and collegiate athletes from NYU and Long Island University (LIU) participated in a prospective study to examine K-D, SAC (cognition) and timed tandem-gait (balance). K-D is a timed test for which athletes read numbers aloud from three test cards.

**RESULTS**: Youth (n=242, mean age 11.0±2.8 years, range 5-17) and collegiate athletes (n=89, age 19.8±1.4 years, range 18-23) underwent baseline testing. Youth athletes completed K-D in 60.6±22.3 seconds, timed tandem-gait in 15.5±5.2 seconds; median SAC scores were 26 points (range 10-30). Baseline KD scores improved with increasing age in the youth cohort (p<0.001, linear regression). Among the 12 athletes with concussion during their season, K-D worsened from baseline by an average of 5.2 seconds; improvement by 6.4 seconds was noted for non-concussed controls (n=14). K-D showed the greatest capacity to distinguish concussed vs. control groups based on changes from baseline (ROC curve areas from logistic regression models, accounting for age= 0.92 for K-D, 0.87 for tandem, 0.68 for SAC, p=0.0004 for comparison of areas).

**CONCLUSIONS**: Rapid number naming is a useful visual performance tool to diagnose concussed athletes at youth and collegiate levels. Adding a rapid and simple vision-based test to the cognitive and balance performance measures of SCAT3/Child-SCAT3 enhances detection capabilities of current sideline testing.
We examined the King-Devick (K-D) test, a vision-based test of rapid number naming, as a complement to components of the Sport Concussion Assessment Tool, 3rd edition (SCAT3) for diagnosis of concussion. Baseline and post-concussion data for the University of Florida men’s football, women’s soccer and women’s lacrosse teams were collected, including K-D test, Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC) and Balance Error Scoring System (BESS). Among 30 athletes with first concussion during their athletic season (n=217 total), differences from baseline to post-injury showed worsening of K-D time scores in 79%, while SAC showed a ≥2-point worsening in 52%. Combining K-D and SAC captured abnormalities in 89%; adding the BESS identified 100% of concussions. Adding a vision-based test may enhance the detection of athletes with concussion.

**RESULTS**

Changes in SDMT and K-D were assessed as a measure of cognitive impairment. Spearman correlation was used to evaluate SDMT and K-D changes during and after the match. A significant correlation was found between worsening of SDMT score (decrease) and K-D time scores (r=0.50, p=0.025). Only 1 fighter without head trauma had a worsen- ing of K-D score by ≥ 5 seconds. There was only small to medium correlation between worsening of SDMT score (decrease) and K-D score. Surprisingly there was no correlation between SDMT scores and concussion during the match. **CONCLUSIONS:** This study confirms that the K-D test, but not the SDMT, is reliable in rapidly identifying athletes with head trauma. This suggests that further validation of the K-D test, but not the SDMT, may be valuable in the early detection of concussion.
King-Devick Test Identifies Symptomatic Concussion in Real-time and Asymptomatic Concussion Over Time.
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OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the effects of head injury in adolescents on long-term cognitive and visuospatial performance and determine if similar impairment (subclinical concussion) exists in athletes without obvious head injury. BACKGROUND: Sports concussion has an annual incidence of approximately 3.8 million. Over half go unreported and a substantial number may be asymptomatic. Repeat concussion is associated with serious consequences in long-term neurological function, to which adolescents may be more vulnerable. A rapid, cost-effective and reliable tool that facilitates diagnosis of concussion is needed. The King-Devick (K-D) test is a promising tool for real-time assessment of concussion. An increase in score from baseline suggests possible concussion. This is the first study to use K-D testing in adolescents for the detection of symptomatic and subclinical concussion.

METHODS: High school hockey players underwent K-D testing pre-season, post-season and immediately after suspected concussion. All were assessed pre- and post-season with a computerized cognitive assessment test (Axon Sports®). Additional testing was performed in a subgroup of non-concussed athletes before and after a game to determine impacts of fatigue and subconcussive hits on KD scores. RESULTS: 141 players were tested, of which 20 reported head injury. All 20 had immediate post-concussion K-D times >5s from baseline (average 7.3s) and all but 2 had worse post-season scores (46.4s vs. 52.4s p<0.05 Wilcoxon signed rank test). 11 non-concussed players had worse post-season times from baseline (37.6s vs. 43.8s). 110 players saw minimal improvement post-season (43.9s vs. 42.1s p<0.05) and 51 non-concussed players assessed before and after a game revealed no significant time change (43.4s vs. 42.0s post-game p<0.05). Pre- and post-season CCAT results will be correlated with K-D results and presented. CONCLUSION: King-Devick testing accurately identifies real-time, symptomatic concussion in adolescents. Scores in concussed players may remain abnormal over time. The K-D test may additionally detect asymptomatic concussion. Athletes should undergo pre- and post-season K-D testing, with additional evaluation real-time to inform the assessment of suspected concussion.

Vision-Based Concussion Testing in a Youth Ice Hockey Cohort: Effects of Age and Visual Crowding
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OBJECTIVE: We examined the King-Devick (K-D) test, a vision-based measure of rapid number naming, as a complement to the Sport Concussion Assessment Tool, 3rd edition (SCAT3/Child-SCAT3) for sideline diagnosis in youth athletes. BACKGROUND: Particularly in youth sports, identification of rapid yet simple diagnostic tests for concussion is critical. These rapid tests must be interpreted in the context of developmental status and age. DESIGN/METHODS: Members of a suburban youth ice hockey league participated in a prospective study to examine three brief rink-side tests: K-D test, Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC, cognition) and timed tandem gait (balance). To perform the K-D test, athletes read numbers from three laminated test cards from left to right as quickly as possible. The cards become progressively more difficult due to changes in vertical spacing between lines; this is particularly notable for card 3. RESULTS: Ninety-nine athletes (mean age 10.8±3.0 years, range 6-17 years) underwent pre-season baseline testing for this study. Athletes completed the K-D test in an average of 56.5 seconds (best of two baseline trials, range 27.5-159.8 seconds). Average total SAC scores were 26/ maximum 30 points (range 17-30); average best of four trials for timed tandem gait was 15.9±6.0 seconds. All three tests showed better scores among older athletes (p<0.001 for all, linear regression). Time scores for K-D were significantly slower (worse) for younger athletes (p<0.001). This association of worse K-D scores with younger age was most evident for K-D card 3, the card with the greatest degree of vertical visual crowding (average of 3.9 seconds slower vs. card 1, p<0.001, linear regression). CONCLUSIONS: Scores for rapid sideline concussion tests may vary with age and developmental status of youth athletes; better scores in this cohort were noted among older players. Visual crowding, an age-dependent inability to perceive objects due to clutter, may in part explain the more dramatic association of slower time scores on test card 3 with younger age for the K-D test.

Vision Testing Is Additive to the Sideline Assessment of Sports-Related Concussion
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OBJECTIVE: We examined the King-Devick (K-D) test, a vision-based test of rapid number naming that requires saccadic eye movements, as a complement to the Sport Concussion Assessment Tool, 3rd edition (SCAT3) for diagnosis of concussion. BACKGROUND: Visual signs and symptoms are common in concussion; adding a vision-based test may increase diagnostic power for clinicians and others evaluating athletes on the sidelines. DESIGN/METHODS: Baseline and post-concussion data for the
University of Florida men's football, women's soccer and women's lacrosse teams were collected, including K-D test, Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC) and Balance Error Scoring System (BESS). Post-Concussion Scale (PCS) was also used to assess symptom reporting. Analyses examined changes in scores from baseline to post-injury. The relation of changes in scores for K-D vs. SAC and BESS was determined, as was the relation of K-D scores to symptoms (PCS). Immediate Post-concussion and Cognitive Testing (ImpACT) scores, obtained as part of routine clinical practice for concussion management, but not diagnoses, were also correlated with K-D and SAC scores at baseline. RESULTS: Among 30 athletes with first concussion during their athletic season (n=217 total), differences from baseline to post-injury (witnessed event or time of reporting) showed worsening of K-D time scores in 79%, while SAC showed a ≥2-point worsening in 52%. Combining K-D and SAC captured abnormalities in 89%; adding the BESS identified 100% of concussions. Symptom severity scores on the PCS worsened from baseline with increases in K-D scores (p<0.001); among specific symptoms, light and noise sensitivities were particularly well correlated with K-D worsening. Baseline scores for the ImpACT testing visual motor speed sub-score were worse for athletes who required longer times to complete the K-D test at baseline (p<0.001, linear regression). CONCLUSIONS: Adding a vision-based test may allow us to detect more athletes with concussion. This is particularly important since not all athletes reliably report symptoms of concussion, including those related to visual function. Study Supported by: NIH K24 EY 018136.
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BACKGROUND: Sport-related concussions are a subset of mild traumatic brain injuries and are a concern for many sporting activities worldwide. OBJECTIVE: To review and update the literature in regard to the history, pathophysiology, recognition, assessment, management and knowledge of concussion. METHODS: Searches of electronic literature databases were performed to identify studies published up until April 2013. RESULTS: 292 publications focusing on concussion met the inclusion criteria, and so they were quality rated and reviewed. CONCLUSION: Concussion is hard to recognize and diagnose. Initial sideline assessment via the Sports Concussion Assessment Tool 3 (SCAT3), Child-SCAT3 or King-Devick test should be undertaken to identify athletes with concussion as part of a continuum of assessment modalities and athlete management. Sports medicine practitioners should be cognisant of the definition, extent and nature of concussion, and should work with coaches, athletes and trainers to identify and manage concussions. The most common reason for variations in management of concussion is lack of awareness of—and confusion about—the many available published guidelines for concussion. Future research should focus on better systems and tools for recognition, assessment and management of concussion. Sport participants’ knowledge of concussion should be evaluated more rigorously, with interventions for sports where there is little knowledge of recognition, assessment and appropriate management of concussion.
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BACKGROUND: Sports-related concussion has received increasing awareness due to short- and long-term neurologic sequelae seen among athletes. The King-Devick (K-D) test captures impairment of eye movements and other correlates of suboptimal brain function. We investigated the K-D test as a scoring tool for concussion when administered by layperson sports parents in a cohort of amateur boxers. METHODS: The K-D test was administered pre-fight and post-fight by laypersons masked to the head trauma status of each athlete. Matches were watched over by a ringside physician and boxing trainer. Athletes with suspected head trauma received testing with the Military Acute Concussion Evaluation (MACE) by the ringside physician to determine concussion status. Athletes sustaining concussion were compared to the athletes screened using the K-D test. RESULTS: Post-fight K-D scores were lower (better) than the best baseline score (41.0 vs. 39.3 seconds, p = 0.34, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), in the absence of concussion. One boxer sustained a concussion as determined by the ringside physician. This boxer was accurately identified by the layperson K-D testers due to a worsening in K-D test compared to baseline (3.2 seconds) and an increased number of errors. High levels of test-retest reliability were observed (intraclass correlation coefficient 0.90 [95% CI 0.84 - 0.97]). Additionally, 6 boxers who participated in multiple bouts showed no worsening of their K-D times further supporting that scores are not affected by the fatigue associated with sparring. CONCLUSION: The K-D test is a rapid sideline screening tool for concussion that can be effectively administered by non-medically trained laypersons.
**Purpose**: To determine the effect of physical fatigue on King-Devick (KD) test performance. The hypothesis was that sensitivity to physical fatigue would limit the usefulness of the KD test as a sideline concussion test. **Methods and Study Design**: Prospective cohort study. Seven male Division I collegiate wrestling athletes participating in summer practices and 18 recreational runners participating in a weekly workout series completed the KD test before and immediately after a strenuous workout. Physical fatigue was induced through participation in a single challenging practice session. Wrestlers participated in a difficult 2-hour practice and runners performed 4-12 (depending on experience) 800 meter timed repeats. KD test performance (speed and accuracy) in the fatigued state was compared to performance in the rested state. **Results**: No subjects suffered any type of head injury during a workout session. Both groups showed improvements in speed, but worse accuracy. Average increase in speed was 3.71s +/- 1.55s (p=0.00008). Average increase in errors was 0.42 +/- 0.35 (p=0.02). **Conclusions**: KD test speed does not worsen with physical fatigue. The small decrease in accuracy with physical fatigue is likely not clinically significant. **Significance of Findings**: The speed improvement on the KD test following a strenuous workout is similar to the previously described learning effect. The validity of the KD test as a sideline concussion tool is not affected by the exertional demands of sport participation.

**Objective**: There has been considerable research to determine the relationship between visual skills and athletic performance. It has been suggested that if athletes can improve the elements of their visual system, they can elevate their athletic performance. Additionally, importance of sports-related concussion identification has received increasing attention in both media and research due to the possible long-term neurological sequelae that may occur with repeated closed head injuries. The King-Devick (K-D) test is a reliable screening test of rapid number naming that requires eye movements, language, attention and concentration to complete. K-D test has been validated as a measure to determine concussion by identifying suboptimal brain function. The purpose of this investigation is to determine the potential effects of age on K-D scores and determine the test-retest reliability of the King Devick test in elite youth athletes. **Method**: 54 athletes (mean age 11.7, range 6-17 years) participating in the AAU Junior Olympic Games in Detroit, Michigan were baseline tested with the K-D test at the beginning of a sports vision screening and then again at the conclusion of the screening with approximately 30 minutes between the baseline test administrations. Baseline test administrations determined Baseline Scores as the fastest error-free time of two consecutive trials. **Results**: A high level of test-retest reliability was observed between two baseline trials (ICC 0.89 [95%CI 0.85-0.95]). Similarly there was a high test retest reliability between the first baseline score (the best of two trials) and the retest baseline score (ICC 0.93 [95%CI 0.89-0.96]). K-D test time correlated with age as improved K-D scores (lower time) were associated with older athletes with an average decrease (improvement) of K-D score of 3.7 seconds for every 1 year increase in age (95%CI 2.5-5.0, p< 0.001, R² = 0.50, linear regression). **Discussion**: Results from this study validate that the K-D test is an accurate and reliable test for young athletes that can be implemented into vision screenings to guide vision training enhancement of athletic performance and as a reliable tool to reveal suboptimal brain function as a result of concussion in youth. These findings also underscore the importance of measuring pre-season K-D concussion baseline scores, especially in young athletes.
signified slightly lower group means of 39.54 ± 14.39 s. No variables showed any statistical difference in K-D scores (P > 0.05).

**Conclusion:** Most participants were able to improve their K-D scores from Trial 1 (T1) to Trial 2 (T2) on baseline testing, signifying a slight learning effect within the study group. **Application to Sport:** Athletic trainers, healthcare professionals, and those administering the K-D Test should be consistent in assessing pre and post K-D scores, although significant changes might not occur when performing the K-D Test under different environments (with crowd noise). Athletes should be treated on an individual basis when using the K-D Test to assess pre and post test scores.


**A Countywide Program to Manage Concussions in High School Sports**
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**Background:** With the national spotlight on concussions sustained in contact sports, this Countywide Concussion Program addresses the unique challenges presented to public and private high schools in order to increase concussion awareness, identification, and management. **Methods:** The Miami Concussion Model (MCM) was developed with a standard protocol that includes; formation of a task force of stakeholders, concussion education and training to coaches, athletic trainers, and athletes; baseline ImPACT™ testing, the facilitation of “return to play” decisions with effective medical treatment, and the development and implementation of a concussion injury surveillance system. **Results:** The program has been successfully implemented in about 40 high schools in Miami-Dade County (MDC) over the last two years. The MCM provided baseline testing for 18,357 student-athletes, trained over 100 coaches and 40 athletic trainers, and most recently provided concussion education to high school football athletes. Since 2011, the concussion clinic has treated a total of 216 high school athletes and the surveillance system tracked 198 student athletes. **Conclusion:** The MCM aims to assist in the prevention of concussions, improve player safety limiting school liability by providing a countywide concussion management program. The program is funded primarily by private donations and the support of multiple stakeholders. With about 48 States passing concussion legislation, the MCM can be used as a model for other counties to address the need for a concussion management program. **Applications in Sport:** Schools with athletic programs need to implement a system to correctly manage and prevent concussive injuries both to protect their athletes and to minimize liability. The development of the MCM and protocol within the support of the leadership of the School Board allows for high schools to take a proactive approach in improving concussion management for their athletes.


**In the Clinic: Concussion**

Master CL, Balcer LJ, Collins M

"For the oculomotor examination, an additional test that may be used is the King–Devick test, which is a tool that rapidly assesses eye movement and can be used in the office or on the sideline to determine impairment in eye movements associated with an acute concussion. This has been found to be potentially useful as a tool to determine removal from play. The 1-minute test involves reading single digits displayed on cards; any slowing of time to complete the test, ideally compared with the athlete’s baseline, is suggestive of concussion.”


**Sports-Related Concussions in Youth: Improving the Science, Changing the Culture**

The King-Devick test is designed to assess saccadic eye movements, measuring the speed of rapid number naming as well as errors made by the athlete, with the goal of detecting impairments of eye movement, attention, and language as well as impairments in other areas that would be indicative of suboptimal brain function (Galetta et al., 2011a). The King-Devick test includes a demonstration and three test cards with rows of single-digit numbers that are read aloud from left to right. The participant is asked to read the numbers as quickly as possible without making any errors. The administrator records the total time to complete the three cards and the total number of errors made during the test. The results are compared to a personal baseline. The King-Devick test usually takes approximately 2 minutes to complete and can be administered on either an iPAD or hardcopy (King-Devick, 2013).

“Such tools as well as balance tests may be used either by trained responders as part of an acute sideline or in-field assessment or by health care providers during subsequent clinical evaluation”
Effects of Youth Football on Selected Clinical Measures of Neurologic Function: A Pilot Study
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Abstract: We assessed 10 youth football players (13.4 ± 0.7 y) immediately before and after their season to explore the effects of football participation on selected clinical measures of neurologic function. Postseason postural stability in a closed-eye condition was improved compared to preseason (P < .017). Neurocognitive testing with the Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT) battery revealed that reaction time was significantly faster at postseason (P < .015). There were no significant preseason versus postseason differences in verbal memory (P = .507), visual memory (P < .750), or visual motor speed (P < .087). Oculomotor performance assessed by the King-Devick test was moderately to significantly improved (P < .047 to < .115). A 12-week season of youth football did not impair the postural stability, neurocognitive function, or oculomotor performance measures of the players evaluated. Though encouraging, continued and more comprehensive investigations of this at-risk population are warranted.

Comparison and Utility of King-Devick and ImPACT® Composite Scores in Adolescent Concussion Patients
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The King-Devick (KD) oculomotor test has recently been advocated for sideline diagnosis of concussion. Although, visual processing and performance are often impaired in concussion patients, the utility of KD as a concussion diagnostic tool is not validated.

PURPOSE: To examine the diagnostic value of KD, by comparing KD with post-concussion symptom scale (PCSS) and ImPACT® composite scores. We hypothesized that KD would be correlated with visual motor speed/memory (VMS, VIS) and reaction time (RT), because all require cognitive visual processing. We also expected parallel changes in KD and PCSS across recovery.

METHODS: Thirty-five concussed individuals (12-19 y; 18 female, 17 male) were evaluated with PCSS, ImPACT® composite and KD scores over four clinical visits (V). RESULTS: KD times improved with each visit (ΔV1-V2: 7.86±11.82; ΔV2-V3: 9.17±11.07; ΔV3-V4: 5.30±7.87 sec) and paralleled improvements in PCSS (ΔV1-V2: 8.97±20.27; ΔV2-V3: 8.69±14.70; ΔV3-V4: 6.31±7.71), RT (ΔV1-V2: 0.05±0.21; ΔV2-V3: 0.09±0.19; ΔV3-V4 0.03±0.07) and VMS (ΔV1-V2: -5.27±6.98; ΔV2-V3: -2.61±6.48; ΔV3-V4: -2.35±5.22). Longer KD times were associated with slower RT (r=0.67; p<0.0001) and lower VMS (r=0.70; p<0.0001), respectively.

CONCLUSION: Cognitive visual performance testing using KD has utility in concussion evaluation. Validation would further establish KD as an effective ancillary tool in longitudinal concussion management and research.

Visual Screening Test for Rapid Sideline Determination of Concussive and Sub-concussive Events

Duenas, Matthew J.; Hsu, Sarah N.; Jandial, Rahul

In parallel with recognition of concussions as an increasing occurrence in sports the development of tools to help guide decision-making during sporting events has become a priority. Ideally, patients with concussions would be evaluated and cleared by physicians and this remains the medical recommendation. Both National Football League (NFL) and collegiate athletics in the United States have the resources to implement these protective personnel due to the robust financial revenue streams from media contracts. The NFL requires teams to have a neurologist or neurosurgeon on the sidelines. Many collegiate sports have designated trainers that work with athletes throughout the season. Conversely, amateur leagues and most importantly youth sports lack the presence of clinicians or trainers with the ability to detect and intervene on a player's behalf. This underscores the ground level need and the opportunity for a basic yet highly predictive sideline test that can be performed by laypersons during a game to determine concussive as well as sub-concussive events.

Most researchers believe that the rate of concussion injury in sport is underreported due to the lack of a test to help establish
King et al., *J of Neurological Sciences* 326 (2013) pgs 59-63. describe a prospective observational cohort study using a visual assessment tool to identify concussions that occurred throughout a season of a club level premier team of the New Zealand amateur rugby union. Researchers first administered a previous concussion history questionnaire to each of the 37 players (age: 22.0 ± 4.0 yr.), a baseline Post-Concussion Symptom Scale (PCSS), and two trials of the King-Devick (KD) visual screening test to obtain baseline readings prior to any match participation. Over the course of the season, all players were to complete a KD test every post-match to test for unrecognized concussion incidents and any players who exhibited any signs of concussion or were suspected of having a head injury were removed from play and administered the KD test. Additionally, in order to address the concern of fatigue as a contributing factor to the decline of a KD score, players were administered the KD test two minutes after a modified repeat high intensity endurance test (RHIET), which included a series of intensive sprints.

Table 1: Age, Reported Concussion History, King-Devick Scores and Post-Concussion Symptom Scales With Percentages, Median Scores and Ranges For Amateur Rugby Union Players Competing In a Domestic Competition In New Zealand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age at baseline ± SD, yrs</th>
<th>No previous concussion (n = 7)</th>
<th>Previous concussion (n = 30)</th>
<th>All players (n = 37)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported concussion history</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of concussions, mean (range)</td>
<td>0 (0-6)</td>
<td>4.0 (1-11)</td>
<td>4.0 (1-11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand down period completed (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12 (32.4)</td>
<td>12 (32.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand down period, median (range) days</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14 (2-21)</td>
<td>14 (2-21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical clearances to KIP (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 (27.0)</td>
<td>10 (27.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King-Devick baseline test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-competition test 1, s, median (range)</td>
<td>50.0 (29.0-83.0)</td>
<td>50.4 (39.8-86.7)</td>
<td>50.0 (29.0-86.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-competition test 2, s, median (range)</td>
<td>47.3 (28.0-80.3)</td>
<td>48.9 (39.2-73.0)</td>
<td>47.3 (28.0-80.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference, s, median (range)</td>
<td>-26 (−15.7-0.0)</td>
<td>−28 (−13.7 to −0.6)</td>
<td>−2.6 (−15.7-0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline post-concussion symptom scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical, median (range)</td>
<td>0 (0-6)</td>
<td>0 (0-6)</td>
<td>0 (0-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive, median (range)</td>
<td>0 (0-3)</td>
<td>0 (0-6)</td>
<td>0 (0-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep, median (range)</td>
<td>0 (0-2)</td>
<td>0 (0-2)</td>
<td>0 (0-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional, median (range)</td>
<td>0 (0-2)</td>
<td>0 (0-5)</td>
<td>0 (0-5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IP: return to play; s, seconds; Significant difference (P < .05) than “Pre-competition tests.

Table 1: Age, Reported Concussion History, King-Devick Scores and Post-Concussion Symptom Scales With Percentages, Median Scores and Ranges For Amateur Rugby Union Players Competing In a Domestic Competition In New Zealand

The baseline evaluation tests showed significantly more players (81.1%) reporting a previous sport related concussion than those who did not report a previous concussion, with an average of 4.0 ± 2.8 concussions per player in the previous three years. Over a season of 24 games with a match exposure of 478.8 hours, there were a total of 22 recorded concussive incidents. Five concussive incidents were witnessed (11 per 1000 match hours) and 17 unrecognized concussive incidents (37 per 1000 match hours) were reportedly identified with the KD test (Table 1 from paper). A decline in KD test taking time of about 5 seconds was indicative of changes in oculomotor function associated with mild-traumatic brain injury. These results are significant in that they show a large disparity between witnessed and identified concussions and unrecognized concussive incidents with meaningful head injury, which when combined amount to a ten-fold increase in the previously reported concussion injury rate. Further, the results of the KD test following RHIET showed a lowering of the baseline by a mean of 1.2 seconds, which suggest that fatigue does not contribute to a longer KD test time and actually improved KD score post exercise.

The need for sideline rapid assessment of mild head injury is fundamental to limiting the deleterious effects of repeated impacts to the head. The great majority of athletes are at the youth sports level and not in collegiate or professional sports, which leaves many important decisions to be made by parents and coaches on the sideline. This structural element of sport is unlikely to change since allocating medically trained people to youth sports will require unavailable financial resources. Accordingly, empowering adults to administer a simple, rapid, yet effective test is paramount to preventing repeated head injury. As increasing evidence suggests that even mild impact to the head can lead to accruing neuropathology, it may be prudent to routinely perform sideline testing for players involved in even modest collisions. This could help avoid return to play of athletes with sub-concussive impacts as knowledge about head injury continues to evolve.
Saccades and Memory: Baseline associations of the King-Devick and SCAT2 SAC tests in professional hockey players

Matthew S. Galetta a, Kristin M. Galetta a, Jim McCrossin b, James A. Wilson b, Stephen Moster a, Steven L. Galetta a,b, Laura J. Balcer a,b,c, GaryW. Dorshimer d, Christina L. Master f,g

a Department of Neurology, b Ophthalmology, c Epidemiology, d Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Perelman School of Medicine, Philadelphia, e Philadelphia Flyers, Philadelphia, PA f Department of Pediatrics, Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, Perelman School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA g Department of Sports Medicine, Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, Perelman School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA

OBJECTIVE: The Sports Concussion Assessment Tool 2 (SCAT2) and King-Devick (K-D) tests have both been proposed as sideline tools to detect sports-related concussion. We performed an exploratory analysis to determine the relation of SCAT2 components, particularly the Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC), to K-D test scores in a professional ice hockey team cohort during pre-season baseline testing. We also examined changes in scores for two athletes who developed concussion and had rinkside testing. METHODS: A modified SCAT2 (no balance testing) and the K-D test, a brief measure of rapid number naming, were administered to 27 members of a professional ice hockey team during the 2011–2012 pre-season. Athletes with concussion also underwent rinkside testing. RESULTS: Lower (worse) scores for the SCAT2 SAC Immediate Memory Score and the overall SAC score were associated with greater (worse) times required to complete the K-D test at baseline. On average, for every 1-point reduction in SAC Immediate Memory Score, we found a corresponding increase (worsening) of K-D time score of 7.3 s (95% CI 4.9, 9.7, p=0.01, R2=0.62, linear regression). For the overall SAC score, 1-point reductions were associated with K-D score worsening of 2.2 s (95% CI 3.8, p=0.01, R2=0.25, linear regression). In two players tested rinkside immediately following concussion, K-D test scores worsened from baseline by 4.2 and 6.4 s. These athletes had no differences found for SCAT2 SAC components, but reported symptoms of concussion. CONCLUSION: In this study of professional athletes, scores for the K-D test, a measure for which saccadic (fast) eye movements are required for the task of rapid number naming, were associated with reductions in Immediate Memory at a pre-season baseline. Both working memory and saccadic eye movements share closely related anatomical structures, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). A composite of brief rapid sideline tests, including SAC and K-D (and balance testing for non-ice hockey sports), is likely to provide an effective clinical tool to assess the athlete with suspected concussion.

Concussions in amateur rugby union identified with the use of a rapid visual screening tool

Doug King, Matt Brughelli, Patria Hume, Conor Gissane

Sports Performance Research Institute New Zealand, School of Sport and Recreation, Faculty of Health and Environmental Science, Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand; School of Sport, Health and Applied Science, St Mary's University College, Twickenham, Middlesex, United Kingdom

AIM: To use the King-Devick (KD) test and Sports Concussion Assessment Tool 2 (SCAT2) in amateur rugby union players to identify witnessed and unrecognised episodes of concussion that occurred from match participation. METHODS: A prospective observational cohort study was conducted on a premier club level amateur rugbyunion team during the 2012 competition in New Zealand. Every player completed a pre-competition questionnaire on concussion history, a baseline PCSS and two trials of the KD before they participated in any match activities. RESULTS: For players reporting a concussion in the previous three years there was an average of 4.0±2.8 concussions per player. There were 22 concussive incidents recorded over the duration of the competition (46 per 1000 match hours). Five concussive incidents were witnessed (11 per 1000 match hours) and 17 unrecognised concussive incidents were identified with the KD (37 per 1000 match hours). Witnessed concussions recorded, on average, a longer KD on the day of injury (5.5±2.4 s) than unrecognised concussions (4.4±0.9 s) when compared with their baseline KD. DISCUSSION: The KD was able to identify players that had not shown, or reported, any signs or symptoms of a concussion but who had meaningful head injury. The current rate of concussion reported was a ten-fold increase in previously reported concussion injury rates. This makes the KD suitable for rapid assessment in a limited time frame on the sideline such as a five-minute window to assess and review suspected concussed players in rugby union.
How can the SCAT2 be improved?

It was agreed that a variety of measures should be employed as part of the assessment of concussion to provide a more complete clinical profile for the concussed athlete. Important clinical information can be ascertained in a streamlined manner through the use of a multimodal instrument such as the Sport Concussion Assessment Tool (SCAT). A baseline assessment is advised wherever possible. However, it is acknowledged that further validity studies need to be performed to answer this specific issue. A future SCAT test battery (ie, SCAT3) should include an initial assessment of injury severity using the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), immediately followed by observing and documenting concussion signs. Once this is complete, symptom endorsement and symptom severity, as well as neurocognitive and balance functions, should be assessed in any athlete suspected of sustaining a concussion. It is recommended that these latter steps be conducted following a minimum 15 min rest period on the sideline to avoid the influence of exertion or fatigue on the athlete’s performance. Although it is noted that this time frame is an arbitrary one, the expert panel agreed nevertheless that a period of rest was important prior to assessment. Future research should consider the efficacy for inclusion of vision tests such as the King Devick Test and clinical reaction time tests. Recent studies suggest that these may be useful additions to the sideline assessment of concussion.

"The King–Devick (K–D) Test is a rapid number naming test that captures impaired eye movements and saccades, attention, and language. These involve integration of functions of the brainstem, cerebellum, and cerebral cortex. Impaired eye movements and saccades have been shown to correlate with suboptimal brain function, particularly in patients following concussion. Because the K–D test does not require a medical professional and can be administered in 1–2 min, it is practical for sideline use at all levels of sports. While the K–D test has not been as thoroughly studied as other concussion tests, a study of collegiate athletes found that, on average, concussed athletes performed 5.9 s slower than their baseline, whereas controls performed, on average, almost 3 s faster. In another study of boxers and mixed martial arts fighters, those suffering a concussion showed a worsening of the times required to read the three test cards of 5 s or more, as compared with their own baseline. At this time, any worsening of the K–D score from baseline should suggest the presence of a concussion. In addition, K–D scores in studies of collegiate athletes were not negatively affected by prolonged exercise in the form of intense 2-h scrimmage. One important consideration identified with the K–D test was a learning effect associated with repeated testing. Nevertheless, the K–D test has the potential to capture brain impairment not observed in standard neurocognitive testing."
**Use of a rapid visual screening tool for the assessment of concussion in amateur rugby league: a pilot study**

King D, Clark T, Gissane C.
Sports Performance Research Institute New Zealand, School of Sport and Recreation, Faculty of Health and Environmental Science, Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand. dking@aut.ac.nz

**AIM:** This study undertook to use the K-D sideline test with the SCAT2 to see if concussions could be identified in amateur rugby league players over a representative competition period. **METHOD:** A prospective cohort study was conducted on two teams participating in an amateur rugby league. All players were tested for signs of concussion utilising the K-D test and players with longer times than their baseline scores undertook a further concussion assessment with the SCAT2. **RESULTS:** Five athletes with suspected concussion were evaluated by K-D testing. Three concussions were associated with witnessed events during the matches and two athletes were identified by the team medic as having longer K-D time scores incidentally post-match compared to baseline. Post-match K-D scores for all concussed athletes were worse than baseline for those with reported or witnessed concussion events (7s; 5.0-7.1; p=0.025) and for those identified incidentally (>5s; 8.9-9.1s). Both groups also reported more symptoms on the PCSS (a part of the SCAT2) post-match. **DISCUSSION:** In this rugby cohort, the K-D test was not only useful in identifying changes in players with witnessed head trauma, but in identifying changes in players with an un-witnessed suspected concussion. “The K-D test was able to identify players with a suspected concussion, players with a concussion that was not reported or witnessed. The ease-of-use of the K-D Test made it more acceptable to team management and players and, as it provided immediate feedback to the player and coach. The K-D Test served to provide support for the decision made by the team medic to rule out the player from further match participation.”

**The King-Devick test and sports-related concussion: study of a rapid visual screening tool in a collegiate cohort**


Department of Neurology, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA.

**OBJECTIVE:** Concussion, defined as an impulse blow to the head or body resulting in transient neurologic signs or symptoms, has received increasing attention in sports at all levels. The King-Devick (K-D) test is based on the time to perform rapid number naming and captures eye movements and other correlates of suboptimal brain function. In a study of boxers and mixed martial arts (MMA) fighters, the K-D test was shown to have high degrees of test-retest and inter-rater reliability and to be an accurate method for rapidly identifying boxers and mixed martial arts fighters with concussion. We performed a study of the K-D test as a rapid sideline screening tool in collegiate athletes to determine the effect of concussion on K-D scores compared to a pre-season baseline.

**METHODS:** In this longitudinal study, athletes from the University of Pennsylvania varsity football, sprint football, and women's and men's soccer and basketball teams underwent baseline K-D testing prior to the start of the 2010-11 playing season. Post-season testing was also performed. For athletes who had concussions during the season, K-D testing was administered immediately on the sidelines and changes in score from baseline were determined. **RESULTS:** Among 219 athletes tested at baseline, post-season K-D scores were lower (better) than the best pre-season scores (35.1 vs. 37.9s, P=0.03, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), reflecting mild learning effects in the absence of concussion. For the 10 athletes who had concussions, K-D testing on the sidelines showed significant worsening from baseline (46.9 vs. 37.0s, P=0.009), with all except one athlete demonstrating worsening from baseline (median 5.9s). **CONCLUSION:** This study of collegiate athletes provides initial evidence in support of the K-D test as a strong candidate rapid sideline visual screening tool for concussion. Data show worsening of scores following concussion, and ongoing follow-up in this study with additional concussion events and different athlete populations will further examine the effectiveness of the K-D test.
The King-Devick test as a determinant of head trauma and concussion in boxers and MMA fighters

Department of Neurology, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, 3400 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA.

OBJECTIVE: Sports-related concussion has received increasing attention as a cause of short- and long-term neurologic symptoms among athletes. The King-Devick (K-D) test is based on measurement of the speed of rapid number naming (reading aloud single-digit numbers from 3 test cards), and captures impairment of eye movements, attention, language, and other correlates of suboptimal brain function. We investigated the K-D test as a potential rapid sideling screening for concussion in a cohort of boxers and mixed martial arts fighters. METHODS: The K-D test was administered prefight and postfight. The Military Acute Concussion Evaluation (MACE) was administered as a more comprehensive but longer test for concussion. Differences in postfight K-D scores and changes in scores from prefight to postfight were compared for athletes with head trauma during the fight vs those without. RESULTS: Postfight K-D scores (n = 39 participants) were significantly higher (worse) for those with head trauma during the match (59.1 ± 7.4 vs 41.0 ± 6.7 seconds, p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Those with loss of consciousness showed the greatest worsening from prefight to postfight. Worse postfight K-D scores (r(s) = -0.79, p = 0.0001) and greater worsening of scores (r(s) = 0.90, p < 0.0001) correlated well with postfight MACE scores. Worsening of K-D scores by ≥5 seconds was a distinguishing characteristic noted only among participants with head trauma. High levels of test-retest reliability were observed (intraclass correlation coefficient 0.97 [95% confidence interval 0.90-1.0]). CONCLUSIONS: The K-D test is an accurate and reliable method for identifying athletes with head trauma, and is a strong candidate rapid sideling screening test for concussion.


Vision Testing is Additive to the Sideline Assessment of Sports-Related Concussion

Rachel E. Ventura, MD, PhD1; Zoe Marinides, BS1; Kristin M. Galetta, MS3; Connie N. Andrews, MA, ATC, NCPT6; James A. Wilson, BA1; Daniel C. Herman, MD, PhD1,5; Christopher D. Robinson, DO, MS4; Michael S. Smith, MD, PharmD1,5; Brett C. Bentley, MD4; Steven L. Galetta, MD1,3; James R. Clugston, MD, MS4,6; Laura J. Balcer, MD, MSCE1,2,3
Department of Neurology1 and Population Health2, NYU School of Medicine, NYU Langone Medical Center, New York, NY; Department of Neurology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA3; University of Florida Sports Medicine Fellowship, Department of Community Health and Family Medicine4; Department of Orthopedics and Rehabilitation, University of Florida College of Medicine5; University of Florida Athletic Association, Gainesville, FL6

Background: Recent studies of sports-related concussion have demonstrated that under-reporting of symptoms occurs commonly in collegiate athletes. This indicates a critical need for accurate, easily applied, objective tests to aid diagnosis acutely on the sidelines of in locker room/athletic facility settings. Multiple assessment tools have been developed for the acute setting; among these, the Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC) for cognition and Balance Error Scoring System (BESS) are most commonly used at the collegiate level. In addition to the SAC and BESS as performance measures, the Post-Concussion Scale (PCS) is used to assess reporting of symptoms. The King-Devick (K-D) test is a <1-minute assessment of rapid number naming that requires vision and saccadic eye movements, features shown to reflect suboptimal brain function in concussion. Purpose: To examine the potential for the K-D test to complement SAC and BESS for the acute post-injury assessment of concussion. Methods: Design: retrospective study of data from baseline and post-injury testing performed for clinical purposes. Participants: Athletes from the University of Florida varsity men's football, women's soccer and men's lacrosse teams were collected. K-D Test: This involves reading aloud a series of single digit numbers quickly from left to right on three test card screens on an iPad application. The sum of time to complete the three test card screens (in seconds) is the score, with a higher time compared to baseline indicating worsening. SAC: The SAC score includes Orientation, Immediate Memory, Concentration, and Delayed Recall. Recent studies suggest a 2-4 point threshold for SAC total score as a minimum for detecting change from baseline; we used the lower limit of this range (2 points) in our analysis. BESS: the BESS score is based on the total number of errors made in three different stances (double leg, single leg, tandem) on two different surfaces (firm and foam). Athletes undergo each trial for 20 seconds with a point added for each error (lifting hands off hips, opening eyes, stepping, stumbling, falling, moving hip into more than 30 degrees flexion or abduction, lifting foot or heel, or remaining out of test position for >5 seconds). A recently published minimum threshold for BESS score total change was 3-6 points, and the lower limit of this range (3 points) was used in our primary analyses. Post-Concussion Scale (PCS): The PCS is a symptom-
evaluation scale rating 22 symptoms associated with concussion. Immediate Post-concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT): ImPACT is a 20-minute computerized neurocognitive test that evaluates verbal memory, visual memory, visual motor speed, reaction time, impulse control and cognitive efficiency index (measure of speed and accuracy). Concussion definition: Concussion was defined as occurrence of a direct or indirect impulsive blow to the head, witnessed or reported, with any accompanying neurological symptom, including headache. Data Analyses: Linear regression models, accounting for age. Results: Thirty athletes were witnessed to have concussion or diagnosed based on reported symptoms. In terms of K-D testing, 79% of concussed athletes had worsening from baseline to post-injury. The SAC showed a 2-point or more worsening (recently established threshold) in 52%. Combining K-D and SAC captured 89% of concussed athletes tested with both measures. Sixteen of 20 athletes (80%) who underwent BESS had increases (worsening) in their scores by ≥3 points. When BESS was added in a smaller cohort of athletes, 100% of concussions were identified. Seventy-nine percent who worsened by ≥2 points on SAC also had worsening of K-D. However, 77% with concussion had worsening of K-D without any (even a 1-point) change in SAC. Similar patterns were noted comparing K-D and BESS. Two of 20 athletes examined with all three tests had worsening of K-D in the absence of change in SAC or BESS, while 90% worsened on either SAC or BESS. Conclusion: Standard sideline test which include the SAC and BESS fail to identify all concussions. Adding the King-Devick test, which is a ≤1 minute assessment of rapid number naming which assesses aspects of visual functioning, allowed all concussions to be captured in the cohort. Thus, adding a visual dimension to current sideline testing may increase our capacity to identify concussed athletes in the acute setting.


**Vision-Based Concussion Testing in a Youth Ice Hockey Cohort: Effects of Age and Visual Crowding**

Jennifer Morganroth, BA; Nicholas Moehringer; Rachel Nolan, BA; Steven L. Galetta, MD; Laura J. Balcer, MD, MSCE; Department of Neurology, NYU School of Medicine, NYU Langone Medical Center, New York, NY

**Background:** Particularly in youth sports, identification of rapid yet simple performance measures to help identify concussion on the sidelines/rink-side is critical. Such tests must be interpreted in the context of developmental status and age. Adding a vision-based test to current tests of balance and cognition is also important. **Purpose:** We examined the King-Devick (K-D) test of rapid number naming as a vision-based test to complement the Sport Concussion Assessment Tool, 3rd edition (SCAT3/Child-SCAT3) for sideline testing in youth athletes. We particularly examined the potential effects of age on K-D scores at the preseason baseline testing. **Method:** Design: Prospective Study; Participants: Athletes aged 5-17 in Pelham Youth Hockey Association; King Devick Test: a vision-based measure of rapid number naming that gets progressively more difficult due to changes in vertical spacing between lines; Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC): cognition and memory (part of SCAT3/Child-SCAT3); Timed Tandem Gait: balance test (SCAT3); Data Analyses: Linear regression models **Results:** All tests showed better scores among older athletes within this youth cohort (p<0.001 for relation of all test scores with age, linear regression). For the vision-based K-D test, time scores were likewise significantly slower (worse) for younger athletes (p<0.001; this was true for all 3 test cards). This association of worse K-D scores with younger age was most evident for K-D card 3, the card with the greatest degree of vertical visual crowding; for card 3, the decrease in time score per year of age was 2.4 seconds greater compared to card 1 (p<0.001, linear regression). SAC and timed tandem gait also demonstrated age effects, with better scores among older youth athletes. **Conclusions:** Scores for rapid sideline concussion tests may vary with age and developmental status of youth athletes. Better scores in this cohort were noted among older players; this was true for the three dimensions of vision, balance and cognition. Visual crowding, an age-dependent inability to perceive objects due to clutter, may in part explain the more association of a more marked age effect for K-D card 3. These findings emphasize the importance of measuring pre-season baseline scores for sideline/rink-side tests, especially in young athletes.

Presentation at the American Academy of Optometry 2013 Annual Meeting

**The King-Devick test for Sideline Concussion Screening in Collegiate Football**

Danielle Leong, OD1; Greg Evans, MA, ATC2; Matthew Gimre, MD2; David Watt, MD2; Laura Balcer, MD, MSCE3; Steven Galetta, MD3; 1 King-Devick Test, LLC, Oakbrook Terrace, IL, USA; 2 Wheaton College Sports Medicine, Wheaton, IL, USA; 3 Department of Neurology, New York University Langone Medical Center, New York, NY, USA

**Purpose:** Sports-related concussion has received increasing attention as a result of neurologic sequelae seen among athletes, highlighting the need for a validated, rapid screening tool. The King-Devick (K-D) test captures impairment of eye movements and other correlates of suboptimal brain function. We investigated the K-D test as a sideline screening tool in a collegiate cohort to determine the effect of concussion on K-D test performance and to determine the effect of physical exercise on K-D scores in the absence of concussion. **Methods:** In this study, 127 athletes (mean age 20±1.2 years) from the Wheaton College football and men's and women's basketball teams underwent baseline K-D testing at pre-season physicals for the 2012-2013 season. K-D testing was
administered immediately on the sidelines for football players with suspected head injury during the games and changes compared to baseline were determined. Post-season testing was also performed. Additionally, basketball players were tested immediately following an intense 2.5 hour work-out to test the effects of physical exercise on K-D performance. **Results:** Sideline K-D scores of concussed athletes (n=11) were significantly higher (worse) than baseline (36.5±5.6s vs. 31.3±4.5s, p<0.005, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). While concussion resulted in worse K-D scores, there was no worsening after physical fatigue. In basketball players, K-D scores post-workout showed lower (improved) K-D scores (31.8±4.9 vs. 34.5±4.8, p<0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Additionally, post-season testing demonstrated improvement of scores likely consistent with learning effects. (35.1±5.2s vs. 34.4±5.0s, p<0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Test-retest reliability was analyzed between baseline and post-season administrations of the K-D test resulting in high levels of test-retest reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)=0.95 [95% Confidence Interval 0.85 - 1.05]). **Conclusions:** The data show worsening of K-D scores after concussion however no worsening following physical fatigue. This study supports the King-Devick test as an accurate, reliable and rapid sideline tool to identify athletes with concussion.

**INTRODUCTION:** The cognitive impairments following a concussion most often affected are memory, attention, and information processing speed and efficiency (Livingston, 2011). Long-term symptoms associated with post-concussion syndrome include chronic headaches, fatigue, visual disturbances, sleep difficulties, personality changes, sensitivities to light and noise, dizziness when standing quickly, and deficits in short-term memory (Covassin et al., 2008; Daneshvar et al., 2011; Galetta et al., 2011a; Heitger et al., 2008). Oculomotor dysfunction has been shown to be one of the common symptoms of an athlete suffering from concussive symptoms (Heitger et al., 2009; Heitger, Jones, & Anderson, 2008). The King-Devick (K-D) sideline concussion test challenges athletes to process and recite numbers on three cards that become more difficult to read as the athlete progresses through the test. In previous research the K-D test has been an efficient way to detect athletes suffering from oculomotor dysfunction, delays in information processing, attention and language (Galetta et al., 2011; Galetta et al., 2011; King, Clark, & Gissane, 2012). The purpose of this study is to examine the differences in baseline test scores between genders and across collegiate and extreme sport professional athletes using the K-D sideline concussion test. Our first hypothesis was that athletes will have increases times compared to non-athletes. The second hypothesis was that there will be a difference between male and female test times. **METHODS:** Participants: 152 total participants (89 male, 58.6%; 64 female, 41.4%). 96 Collegiate Athletes (48 football, 26 women's soccer, 16 women's rugby, 6 men's hockey). 35 Elite extreme snow sport athletes. 21 University non-athletes. **Procedure:** Each participant was tested on the K-D sideline concussion test, which tests the time it takes to perform rapid number naming. Tests were administered using the King-Devick Test app on the iPad. Participants were instructed to tap the screen of the iPad to start the test and then read the numbers out loud as fast as possible without making any errors and then tap the screen to stop the test. The test was given twice to each participant. The fastest time between two tests with no errors was recorded as the baseline score. Collegiate athletes were administered the test in the athletic training room or weight room. Elite athletes were tested in a hotel lobby during registration or in the medical trailer at the event. Non-athletes were tested in a classroom setting. **RESULTS:** There was a significant difference [F(5, 146) =2.530, p=.031, η²=.080] between sport types. Tukey HDS post-hoc expressed a significant pairwise comparison (P value range = 0.001- 0.015). Extreme-snow sports (M = 47.69, SD = 7.58) were significantly slower than university football (M = 42.85, SD = 8.19) and university men's hockey (M = 36.43, SD = 8.06). University women's soccer (M = 46.45, SD = 7.48) was significantly slower than university men's hockey (M = 35.43, SD = 8.06). There was no significant difference in test-time-score between athletes and non-athletes [F(1,150) = 0.092, p = 0.762, η²=.001]. No significant difference was found between male and female [F(1,150) = 1.10, p = 0.296, η²=.007]. **DISCUSSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS:** Results of this study provide initial evidence of a deficit of visual tracking between different sports using the K-D test. Elite extreme-snow-sport athletes performed the K-D test at a slower time than university men's hockey and university football athletes. This may be due to the repeated, sub-concussive blows that occur from falls during practice and recreational snowboarding or skiing (Wright). Without looking at the number of concussions experienced in each sport, university women's soccer athletes performed slower on the K-D test than university men's hockey athletes. This could have been explained by the difference in gender, however the results of the study showed there were no difference in testing times on the K-D test between males and females. Our findings contradict a previous study that showed gender differences exist in outcomes of traumatic brain injuries and concussions (Dick, 2009). An assumption for each test was that the participant was reading the numbers as fast as they possibly could. In conclusion our results show there are differences in time to perform the K-D test between sports. This could be due to the number of repeated, sub-concussive blows that are experienced by athletes in different sports. Our findings showed no differences in time between gender or athletes and non-athletes. Further research should compare the number of concussions athletes have experienced to their baseline time to determine if there are deficits between athletes with more concussions as compared to athletes with no concussion history.
OBJECTIVE: To compare the Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT) to the King-Devick (K-D) test as a potential rapid sideline screening for concussion. BACKGROUND: Sports-related concussion is increasingly recognized as a major public health problem due to potential for neurologic sequelae. Despite recent research that has suggested the potential role of the K-D test as a sideline screening tool for concussion, there remains a need for a rapid sideline test that requires less examiner attention. The K-D test screens for combined impairments in eye movements, attention and language by measuring the speed of rapid number naming on 3 test cards. The written version of the SDMT is based on measurement of the speed of conversion of geometric designs into number responses, and captures impairments of attention, processing speed, eye movements, writing, and other correlates of cerebral dysfunction.

METHODS: The SDMT and K-D test were administered pre- and postfight by a single examiner to 16 mixed martial arts fighters. Changes in SDMT and K-D scores from pre- to postfight were compared for those with head trauma during the fight vs. those without.

RESULTS: There was a modest correlation between head trauma during the match and whether there was worsening (increase) in K-D scores (r=0.54, p=0.015), the actual change (r=0.42, p=0.055) and the percentage change in K-D scores from pre-to postfight (r=0.50, p=0.025). Only 1 fighter without head trauma had a worsening of K-D score by ≥ 5 seconds. There was only small to medium correlation between worsening of SDMT score (decrease) and K-D score. Surprisingly there was no correlation between SDMT scores and concussion during the match. CONCLUSIONS: This study confirms that the K-D test, but not the SDMT, is reliable in rapidly identifying athletes with head trauma. This suggests that further validation of the K-D test, but not the SDMT, may be valuable in the early detection of concussion.

PURPOSE: To evaluate the effectiveness of the King-Devick (KD) test, a screening which evaluates saccadic eye movements, to identify football players who may have sustained a concussion during play. Secondary outcomes include evaluating whether performance of KD testing increases awareness of concussion in high School football players.

METHODS: Forty seven high school football players ranging from freshmen to senior grade levels and all play levels were given a baseline KD test prior to beginning of the 2012 football season. Each student also filled out a survey gauging their level of awareness of concussion signs and symptoms. During the season, three varsity level players sustained concussions on-field. Each of these players had the KD test performed within thirty minutes of impact. The concussion diagnosis was confirmed by a neurologist within days of the on-field incident. At the end of the season, the KD test was again administered to all students. Students also took a post-season survey which was identical to the one they took prior to the start of the season to gauge their awareness of concussion.

RESULTS: There was very little variance in athletes who did not have concussion when comparing pre- and post-season testing with LOA of 95% and confidence intervals of 95%. Test-retest reliability was analyzed using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) between baseline and end of the season data, showing correlation of 0.873 with significance of p < 0.05. The three football players whose concussion diagnosis was confirmed by a neurologist did in fact demonstrate diminished KD test performance times within thirty minutes of the on-field injury. Times were diminished by 41% in student 1, 100% in student 2, and 143% in student 3. Regarding the knowledge of concussions survey administered pre- and post-season, paired sample t-tests showed p > 0.05 significance for the question “I would say that my current knowledge level of concussions is very high.” Therefore, it is evident that the football students’ level of awareness of concussion significantly increased throughout the season.

CONCLUSIONS: This study showed that the King-Devick Test can potentially be used as a rapid sideline tool to identify athletes who have potential concussion in a time period of under one minute.
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The King–Devick (K-D) test, a measure of processing speed, visual tracking, and saccadic eye movements, has shown promise as a supplemental screening test following concussion. However, limited normative data for this test have been published. The K-D test was administered to 185 professional ice hockey players as a preseason baseline test in seasons 2012–2013 and 2013–2014. Their average age was 23.8 years (median = 22.0 years, range = 16–40 years). The average K-D score was 40.0 s (SD = 6.1 s, range = 24.0–65.7 s). K-D test performance showed no association with age, education, or the number of self-reported previous concussions in this sample. The association between trials 1 and 2 of the K-D test was good (ICC = 0.92, Pearson = 0.93). Normative values of the K-D test for professional male ice hockey players are reported. K-D test performance did not vary by age, education, or concussion history in this study.

"Without a reliable baseline measurement, it is not possible to know if that score indicates a decline for that particular individual or not."

"Compared with the SCAT3, the test measures different aspects of functioning, so it may prove to have value as an additional method for assessing the acute effects of concussion."